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I make art out of my love for the beauty housed in even the smallest slivers of the world we occupy. I have intense love affairs with many mediums exploring this push to show love, always grounded in telling a story.


 


My first language is imagery, my second the words put to them.  Like dancing with the concept of “thought” in a tangible sense. My work can be read many ways, and my collages are the ultimate Rorschach test. People see what they need to in them. I am fed when they receive it as a snapshot of a world they thought only they can see.


 


In words, the expression of that dance centers around dealing with the wars we fight that no one speaks about and the weapons we have to win them that are often discounted by our own souls. I desire to trigger what I truly believe God included in us as artillery to be used: Our [healed] inner children.


My life’s work is to creatively set the captive inner children free in us all so we can do what we came here to do.
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TRUETAOS RADIO/ON-AIR GROUP INTERVIEW W/PARSE SECO FOUNDERS 


BY jERRY SCHWARTZ, DECEMBER 2ND,2016


[RAW]EURYTHMY SHOW ARTICLE,


LIVETAOS.COM


1 ON 1 SHOW WALK THRU & INTERVIEW W/ RITA O'CONNELL FORWAKE UP TAOS.


AIRED 7-9AM  dECEMBER 5TH,2016
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Artist/ Author Angel Brynner  Artist statement:
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featured 


author on 


kpm press:
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parse seco


press release:
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[image: Description THIS CREATIVE EARTH is a podcast exploring one really big question: Is our world experiencing a crisis of imagination? The role of creativity in society needs to be updated and clarified, fast. Can we learn about creativity from the natural world? How do our struggles with perception drive our behavior as humans and as artists? What is the role of Art in society? How do we participate as valued voice with our unique points of view as creatives? Join me as we explore THIS CREATIVE EARTH]
[image: AB in the Red Rock News, Sedona. July 21st, 2017]
AB podcast Interview with this creative earth AUG 2017.


ab in the red rock news july 2017
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[image: KPM Press Release for AB Globalboho Guides summer 2017 trek]
kpm press release: ab globalboho guides 


last leg project trek summer/FALL 2017


ab at the sedona arts center
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Ab grievechronic media descriptions
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[image: Tempo Magazine/ Taos. Angel Brynner installation image feature NOV 2017 ]
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